Whether free dinners or cheap movies, CAB puts it on for students with their money and their suggestions.

CARLY SCHOTT
Assistant News Editor

Dinner at Bravo, free.
A weekend rafting trip — transportation included — $90.
These are only some of the events Campus Activities Board has planned with the creativity of its committee members, along with the help of its budget. Most of the events are popular and aside from not being able to provide alcohol, there are no stipulations on how CAB can spend money.

“We’re pretty much open to anything,” said Carlos Stewart, CAB adviser and assistant director for programming in the Office of Student Involvement and Leadership. “We try to access [what’s missing] and listen to the students.”

Students seem to appreciate it.
“CAB events provide the opportunity to do something fun and different on the weekend,” said senior Anna Thacker, who participates in several events a semester.

According to Stewart, CAB receives a budget of $89,000 a year allotted through the Office of Student Involvement and Leadership. Much of CAB’s budget comes from the student activities fee that is included in tuition, which is roughly $9 per student, said David Mattingly, senior co-president along with Pat Tassone.

Mattingly said CAB works to keep event prices low or free, estimating that “eight out of 10 events” are free.

One of CAB’s most popular events was the white water rafting trip in the fall. It cost $170 per student and transportation cost $3,000, students only paid $90. Last year, around 54 students attended the event that sold out in three hours.

Another free upcoming event, dinner at Bravo, covers 36 students for a dinner up to $25, totaling $900. CAB is also hosting an event for Lil Sibs Weekend: comedian David Cummins whose price tag is around $3,000.

With the many events CAB puts on at these costs, it would seem that they have money to spare. Not entirely true.
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Stores closing nationally, potentially leaving Dayton retail lacking

STEPHANIE VERMILLION
Chief Staff Writer

Santa went straight to the sale racks this economically-disastrous holiday season, which tipped many stores over the edge to bankruptcy and closings. The 2009 retail year started out in the slumps with the national closing of Linens ‘N Things, Steve & Barry’s and Circuit City, 11 Macy’s Department Stores closing and 13 Office Depots shutting down down. According to www.aol.com, Dwinding consumerism is largely to blame.

“First and foremost stores can’t generate sufficient sales to justify keeping them open with consumers pulling back,” said Doug Harnish, president of Gem Real Estate Group’s public sector services in Dayton. “It’s a whole meltdow of things that have been a precursor to the recession we’re in now. A lot of what you saw in the holidays is fear. People were afraid of losing jobs, and that really caused them to refrain from spending and 12 Office Depots shutting down this economically-

Consumers cannot take the full blame, though. The suffering stores could have approached their market differently. An example is Elder Beerman, another dependable retail store facing a cloudy future.

“Some of the problem is not meeting consumer demands and some of it is stores having no defining characteristics,” Harnish said. “One example is Elder Beerman. It is a middle-of-the-road department store. It doesn’t have a cache name like Macy’s or the upscale end, nor does it have Target’s identity at the bargain end.”

Sears is also facing quite a dilemma and has become a General Motors of retailing,” Harnish said. With Elder Beerman and Sears both being anchor stores at the Dayton Mall, their possible closures may cause deja vu to Dayton residents who remember the Salem Mall.

“If two anchor stores go dark and the chain fails, retailers can bail out at will,” he said. “This happened with the Salem Mall, Dayton’s first mall built in 1966, and the mall doesn’t exist anymore. The possibility for that to happen to the Dayton Mall is remote, but there is a general trend away from mall retail. The market has moved to lifestyle centers like The Greene.”

The fresh air shopping of The Greene in Beavercreek has drawn a large sector of the market away from malls: college students. UD sophomores and Dayton resident Kacie Hausfeld is part of this market.

“I like The Greene more because of the culture,” she said. “I really like the fun atmosphere and the variety of restaurants it has to offer. I like the outdoor malls because they seem like a small, energetic city within themselves.”

High unemployment rates are shrinking the market Dayton retailers need. There’s more bad news stemming from that. The city of Dayton has a significantly higher amount of retail space than other areas, meaning more possibility for vacant shopping centers.

“We have a market of a million people and about 55 million feet of retail space,” Harnish said. “The usual is about half of that. I think we can easily see vacancies exceed 15 or 20 percent once we get through all this. That would be 11 million square feet, the equivalent of 11 Dayton Malls vacant.”

With consumers leaning toward outdoor shopping centers like The Greene and Dayton’s excessive amounts of retail space, it’s not hard to fathom that the world of shopping is changing.

It may mean new stores possibly filling the space of Dayton Mall’s Ann Taylor Loft, which is set to close in early 2009. It may also mean that high-priced luxury goods are a thing of the past and bargain-hunting is here to stay.

“I think price is important,” Hausfeld said. “It is best to look around from store to store in order to compare prices. My roommate’s mom even went shopping for Christmas presents the day after Christmas in order to get great deals.”

GRADUATE SCHOOL APPLICANTS BUCKING TRENDS

ANNA BEYERLE
Staff Writer

In the past, when a bad economy settles in, graduate schools see a spike in their applications. With this recession, it’s not been the case, according to Edward Mykytka, associate dean of UD’s graduate school.

“Our graduate enrollments are slightly up this year over the past two academic years,” Mykytka said. “Although we are pleased that the enrollment numbers are up slightly compared to the most recent two years, I wouldn’t consider this a spike or trend.”

There were 2,705 graduate students, excluding law students, who enrolled at UD during the fall 2008 semester. This is compared to the 2,536 students enrolled in fall 2007 and 2,580 during the fall 2006 semester.

The Chronicle of Higher Education has reported the amount of Graduate Record Examinations were expected to be lower in 2008 than in recent years.

The Educational Testing Center, the organization that administers the GRE, has estimated that a maximum of 625,000 Americans took the GRE in 2008, compared to 633,000 in 2007.

Executive Director of the GRE David G. Payne attributes this downturn to the current economic status in the United States. Yet, in the past, most people generally take the GRE during times of economic distress.

Payne said since this recession is more extreme than those in the past graduate school hopefuls have been deferred from the GRE because of rising tuition prices and possible loans.

“That decline in GRE taking is a little surprising,” Mykytka said. “Economic slowdowns tend to produce larger graduate enrollment as people attempt to complete graduate degree or certificate programs, or even just take additional coursework, in order to enhance their competitiveness in the job market.”

Aaron Moores is a UD graduate student planning to graduate in May 2010 with a Master’s of Public Administration. He said he hopes his master’s degree will put him in a position to better find a job he enjoys and that the economic recession did not impact his decision to attend graduate school.

“It is easier for me to pay for grad school than it was for me to pay for my undergraduate studies,” Moores said. “Many of the graduate programs are far less expensive because you are not paying for all of the services associated with campus life. Graduate assistantships are really helpful and can cover large amounts of tuition, and often provide a stipend.”

Jen Strimpfel, an undergraduate student at UD who will graduate this May with a Bachelor of Science in Psychology, is planning on attending graduate school and eventually receiving her doctorate and becoming a psychologist.

“It is almost impossible to get a job as a therapist or counselor without a graduate degree,” Strimpfel said. “I knew that if I wanted to be a psychologist, I would have to go to graduate school.”

According to Moores, the current regression has not impacted many people he knows. If anything, it seems to have only encouraged students to continue on to post-graduate studies to narrow their career field, he said.

Strimpfel said the economic decline seemed to have only made individuals want to go back to school and earn a higher degree to increase their competitiveness in the job market.

She said many people she knows have thought about graduate school more seriously, as a way to stay in school and wait for the economic climate to turn upward.

“Hopefully I will be able to be a TA wherever I go, and if not, I will take out loans,” Strimpfel said. “I am glad that I am planning on going to graduate school, because hopefully that will give me more stability and flexibility with my career in the future.”
Facilities Educating Students, Fixing Up Houses in Neighborhoods

Kelsey Cano
Assistant News Editor

Imagine pulling back your covers after a long night, anxious to crawl into bed and guess what’s waiting for you?

A possum.

This is exactly what happened to the residents of 329 Stonemill Rd. and Residential Properties at Facilities Management could hardly believe the complaint. When fifth-year Alicia Smith found the possum in her roommate’s bed, she and her roommates called Public Safety to take care of the problem. When the residents said they thought there were still more possums in the house, it took Facilities five days before searching their house for more rodents.

“They thought only one or two (possums) got in,” Smith said. “It took them a week and a half to believe us that we had more than just two... (They) finally called the trap company to set the traps one and a half weeks after we found the first one.”

After traps were set in the house and in the basement, a total of nine baby possums were found in the house. Facilities Management has seen a wide range of issues; there were 15,000 work orders last year. With a wide range of issues; there were half weeks after we found the first one.

Facilities Management has seen a large variety of work orders ranging from burned out light bulbs to roof or electrical repair.” Assistant Director of Facilities Management at Residential Properties David Scanlon said. “Lots of interesting things happen.

“The University of Dayton has one of the largest, if not the largest, housing system of any college in the U.S,” Scanlon said. “Our students keep us busy, and they are good about sharing their appreciation and having a friendly rapport with our technicians.”

Fifth-year Mike Dipilato has filled his share of work orders, from the normal to the interesting. “They’ve come out too many times to count,” Dipilato said. “We break a lot of [stuff]. We’ve had holes, broken windows and a broken wall.”

Dipilato currently has a work order in for his broken wall. He explained the broken wall wasn’t an accident. After angry games on the weekend, “we kicked it,” Dipilato said.

Although he’s already placed a work order and the damage has been assessed, Facilities Management is waiting to repair the damage since it’s too big of a problem to repair with students living there, Dipilato explained. “They have to tear down the wall,” he said. “The back of it is all plaster and to fix it, they have to re-drywall the whole thing.”

Dipilato also has a work order in for a rotting floor. “The downstairs bathroom toilet is wobbly because the wood floor is rotting out from underneath it,” he said. Despite the broken wall and wobbly toilet, Dipilato is pleased overall with Facilities Management. “The guys are always nice, they fix things extremely quickly, they don’t get in the way and we’ve never had a problem with them,” he said.

Smith has had a different experience with Facilities Management and isn’t as pleased as Dipilato. “We had e-mailed and called on multiple occasions to get this matter recognized as serious and they just kept telling us to put a work order in online,” Smith said. “After a week we actually had to get our parents to call them and e-mail them to get it taken care of.”

Scanlon points out since college is the first time many students have had the opportunity to live on their own, technicians spend quite a bit of time educating them. Senior Becca Edwards had the experience with a plugged toilet. “I plunged it with all of my might & then one of my guy friends came over and tried as well, but it started overflowing all over the entire bathroom.” Edwards said. “Impressively, the maintenance men came within about 20 minutes, unclogged the toilet with one freaking plunge and gave me a lecture about the correct plungers to purchase.”

Facilities Management spends their time educating students on other issues as well. For example, “Keep heat turned down,” said Scanlon currently has a work order in for a broken pipe or security issue, students keep doors and windows locked for safety reasons and keep to a minimum the items,” Scanlon said.

If students ever have a situation similar to Smith’s, or a less serious situation such as a burst out light bulb or a broken air conditioner, they should contact Facilities Management, Scanlon said. Students can enter a work order into the system 24/7 at http://campus.udayton.edu/~facman/workrequests.

Scanlon added if there is an emergency, such as a CO2 detector issue, a furnace stops working, a broken pipe or security issue, students should call the Call Center at 229-3753 during normal business hours and also enter a work order. If it’s after hours, Public Safety should be notified.

Liquor sales highest ever

Jeremy Vinluan
Staff Writer

Alcohol plays more roles than just affecting the mind and body; it also impacts the economy, as 2008 spirituous liquor sales showed. The Ohio Department of Commerce Division of Liquor Control announced the dollar sales of spirituous liquor (defined as “intoxicating liquor containing more than 21 percent alcohol by volume”) hit a record high of $719.2 million in 2008. In 2007, dollar sales of spirituous liquor added up to $32.6 million less. The money from the liquor sales went back into drinkers’ pockets as moneys collected “are used to help fund a variety of state services that benefit all Ohioans,” according to a press release from the Commerce Division.

Below are the top 10-selling brands of spirituous liquor (by gallons sold) in Ohio for 2008:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand Name</th>
<th>Sales (gallons)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kamchatka Vodka</td>
<td>380,465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain Morgan Spiced Rum</td>
<td>285,763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain Morgan Spiced Rum</td>
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campus watch

TODAY
FRIDAY NIGHT FILMS
Come to ArtStreet Studio B at 9 p.m. to watch Burn After Reading. The movie is a dark spy comedy about an ousted CIA official’s memoir that accidentally fell into the hands of two unwise gym employees intent on exploiting their find.

FLICK’N FLOAT
From 10 p.m. to midnight, come to the RecPlex to watch a movie while floating in the pool.

SATURDAY
PUB AND POKER
Come play poker and help out Habitat for Humanity at the Pub starting at 7:30 p.m. Top prize is a free trip to Daytona, along with other prizes to local restaurants. If interested, contact Casey at schustce@notes.udayton.edu or Andrew at perkinal@notes.udayton.edu.

SHOPPING SPREE
Join CAB today for a trip to Kenwood Mall from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Transportation is provided. Go to the CAB office, KU 215, to sign up.

TUESDAY
BLOOD DRIVE
Go to the RecPlex from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for a blood drive sponsored by AED. All donors receive a coupon for Buffalo Wild Wings. Sign up for a donation time at www.donortime.com, under UD RecPlex code 10271.

FAMILY FEUD TIME
Come check out the family feud UD style in honor of our Marianist heritage. It is taking place 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the KU Ballroom. Free food, drinks, and door prizes will be provided, along with an opportunity to learn more about our Marianist heritage and UD history.

SATURDAY
SEMESTER OF SUN
Looking to study somewhere new and exciting? The application deadline for studying in Hawaii at Chaminade University of Honolulu for fall 2009 and spring 2010 is today. Visit http://international.udayton.edu/chaminade for more information.

One week until finding out D2D hotel

GRACE RODNEY
Staff Writer

Dayton to Daytona sign-ups are just around the corner and with last week’s below-zero weather, it’s all anyone can do not to dream about Daytona’s sunny beaches.

From Monday to Jan. 31, UD will be taken over by Daytona. With a whole week of events ending with sign-ups, students will get the chance to prepare to “bring the Ghetto poolside.”

In order to book a Daytona trip, students must go through three steps. First, they need to book their own individual trip on www.dayton2daytona.com and clicking on BOOK NOW. It also requires a $50 deposit. Print out the confirmation and bring it to sign-ups on Jan. 31. At least three people planning to room together need to have booked their trip by this date.

Next, it’s time to register for the hotel lottery, which is based partly on seniority. All the hotels are located within walking distance of the first hotel, where all the daytime activities occur. Each hotel will have a certain amount of rooms allocated to each class. For example, a hotel with 100 rooms might have 10 rooms for seniors, 50 for juniors, 30 for sophomores and 20 for freshmen.

One room captain needs to go to Daytona.udayton.edu and fill out the required information for hotel registration. Print a confirmation and bring that along to sign-ups, too.

At least one person needs to attend sign-ups at Frericks center on Jan. 31.

Check-in time is based on grade: freshmen 10 a.m.; sophomores 10:30 a.m.; juniors 11 a.m.; and seniors 11:30 a.m. In order to be part of the lottery process, a student must have three Breakaway confirmation pages, one lottery confirmation page and three non-perishable food items to be donated to Catholic Charities.

The cost of trip is $191 for a five-person room. The price includes six night accommodations at a hotel, daily pool deck parties with a live D.J., free beverages from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., a free pig roast, a Breakaway Tours wristband for special discounts, a Daytona to Daytona T-shirt and souvenir mug, and live entertainment from UD and a headline band.

There will also be other events throughout the week such as a volleyball tournament, an opportunity to go to Disney World and service opportunities.

“Dayton to Daytona is bringing the ghetto to the Daytona beach,” Maggie Schnering, Daytona trip coordinator, said. “Where else can you swim in the ocean, lay on the beach, and spend a weeklong vacation with over 2,000 fellow classmates?”

Students are encouraged to participate in Daytona week events such as “Daytona Idol” at Milanos and “Tim’s goes Daytona.” There will be multiple times throughout the week to win prizes including free trips, first hotel spots, and V.I.P. status during Daytona.

For more information go to Daytona.udayton.edu or e-mail Daytona@notes.udayton.edu.

Crime Log

The Department of Public Safety reported there are no current crime logs for this issue. Crime logs will return in the next issue, on Tuesday.
CLlCK! Think you’ve got an eye for photography? Here’s your chance to get it published. Just send your “CLICK” picture to photo@flyernews.com along with your first and last name and a brief description. Click away!

Freshman psychology major Janie Heekan makes sandwiches at her job for the dining services operation the Emporium. BRIANA SNYDER/SYHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR

BUDGET

(cont. from p. 1)

“If CAB were able to have more money, we would like to take more students,” Mattingly said about the events that fill up quickly.

Compare that to universities like Carnegie Mellon, which has a student fee of $91, or even Wright State, with a fee of $200.

“Do you wonder why places like Wright State and even Marietta College can bring big names like Jason Mraz?” Mattingly said. “Their budgets are a lot bigger.”

Instead of receiving a larger budget, Mattingly said CAB has begun collaborating with other organizations on campus. CAB, Relay for Life and the Student Government Association are putting their money together for artists ranging from $10,000 to $40,000. Acts like Taylor Swift cost around $200,000, according to Mattingly.

“We’ve shown the university that we can collaborate and collaborate successfully. With a larger budget, we can continue to grow and provide more activities for students.”

Classifieds

HOUSING

Student housing, $2,000 semester. 1311 Irving Ave., newer landlord hou. 4 bedrooms, air, washer/dryer. Summer - $750/month. Call Matt 937-287-2190

#1 off-campus apartments: Lease before the lottery and get next year’s apartment for last year’s rate. www.irvingcommons.net and 937-643-0554 for more details.


2-6 Person Houses
2 minute walk from campus
All on E. Stewart Street
1-888-808-7741
$2,000 per person/per semester
UTILITIES INCLUDED
New Beds provided
Big Screen TV - included
Call today for 09/10 school year.
Do no count on the lottery!

437 Lowes St
5 students -- 09-10
Call Joan 937-294-5712 or 520-2964

Irving Commons
Save Money. Rent from Owner
Available now, summer and 09-10 school year. 2 bedroom, 2 bath, new carpet, fully furnished, plus 2 Lazy Boy chairs. 2-4 students. Besty 266-8299


Brand New
Student Housing
4 Bedroom, 2.5 bath town homes
1 quarter mile from Marycrest
$26,000/school year
Steve 513-543-3093

2009-2010 School Year. 2-4 student house. Furnished, well-maintained. 832-2319

DELUXE 2 PERSON HOUSE IN THE HEART OF THE Ghetto FOR 09/10 SCHOOL YEAR AT 412 KIEFABER!


Quality Student Housing!!!
Only 1/2 block to campus. All houses semi-furnished. Central air, air-conditioning, washer/dryer, off-street parking. 40 Jasper. Plan Ahead! Check out website leosrentals.com
Contact Leo 937-371-1046/937-456-7743

Save 60% or more at Firwood Apartments - check ’em out! Call 294-1030 - www.firwoodapartments.com

Houses for Rent Fall 09
140 Evanston 5 Person
239 Stonemill 5 Person
29 Woodland 5 Person
33 Woodland 5 Person
31 Woodland 3 Person
416 Lowes 6 Person
www.UDGhetto.com Call 477-7215 for info

Save 60% or more at Firwood Apartments - check ’em out! Call 294-1030 - www.firwoodapartments.com

HELP WANTED

Thanks to everyone who applied for the Flyer News Assistant Advertising Manager position. Keep Flyer News in mind!!

MISCELLANEOUS

Don’t miss your chance to advertise in the Flyer News!
CALL or EMAIL us today - it’s the BEST way to reach the UD community!
937-229-3813 - advertising@flyernews.com
Students record albums at UD recording studio

ANNA DANES
Staff Writer

UD students looking to be producers or cut a demo don’t have to look any further than ArtStreet.

Street Sounds Recording Studio provides a hands-on learning experience for students interested in music technology, recording and sound engineering while serving as a professional quality studio for local artists. The club is open to any student interested in recording regardless of previous experience.

Eric Suttman, one of the faculty members responsible for developing Street Sounds, said that the studio is a perfect way to explore the audio arts.

“As computer audio production is becoming more and more accessible to students on their own computers, it seems every other dorm room is being turned into a small recording studio,” Suttman said. “It’s important to have a center where those that want to take it to the next level creatively have the resources to explore this art on a professional level, with top-shelf equipment and support.”

Street Sounds president Alex Hoffman said the studio’s clientele is 60 to 70 percent UD students and another portion is from off campus. Artists who have recorded at the studio include The Werks, The Joose Box, The Melting Room, Chip Christy, and Pat Kelly. Studio members have recorded interviews and jam sessions with groups that members have recorded interviews and jam sessions with groups that have recorded songwriting, as part of an on-tour project.

The studio is not limited to recording bands. Music majors record audition tapes for graduate school and students record theme songs for Flyer TV shows at the studio. Hoffman also produces the Flyer Radio show Mirepoix at the studio. Hoffman also produces the Flyer Radio show Mirepoix by recording poetry that has been submitted to “Orpheus,” and he is working on an advertisement for ArtStreet that includes an “audio collage” of students’ reactions to various pieces of art.

Senior Mike Berg, the Street Sounds vice-president, said the studio offers an unusual option for musicians because members are encouraged to work closely with clients and therefore offer a more tailored and experimental recording opportunity.

“Everyone learns simultaneously, both the producer and the musician,” Berg said.

Junior Pat McInnis chose to record his EP to be released at the end of the semester, “Fragments of an Idle Mind,” at Street Sounds for this very reason. He said that Street Sounds is not only significantly cheaper than a professional studio, but the experimental atmosphere has helped him develop as a musician.

“I like to use the studio in an unorthodox way, and it’s fun to work with Alex [Hoffman] and figure out what I want a recording to sound like,” McInnis said. “From day one, we’ve been testing each other to see what we can do. I can record on a laptop in Sears or M&T and then bring that back to the studio. I also don’t have to worry about time being money.”

McInnis also stressed the importance of the studio’s location on campus.

“Instead of having five of your friends get in a car and drive 15 minutes to a studio, you can have a friend from Kiefaber and a friend from Lawnview walk to Art Street and it’s just as good as that other studio,” McInnis said. “Why would you not take advantage of that?”

Hoffman and Berg said all Street Sounds members are also willing to learn about other aspects of the industry. Past members have been interested in music promotion and Hoffman and Berg have helped musicians with songwriting.

“With Street Sounds, you get what you put into the experience,” Hoffman said. “We’re always open to helping and learning in any way we can.”

Any student interested in being recorded or recording should contact the studio at streetsoundsrecordingstudio@gmail.com or visit www.street sounds.org for more information, including pricing and booking availability.
Artistic talent can be found even in the quietest corners of the University of Dayton's campus. UD alumna Gail Krumheuer, the administrator of Testing Services, is a prime illustration. Testing Services provides a quiet space for students with disabilities to take academic exams and is also a national testing center. When not coordinating these efforts, Krumheuer enjoys feeding another passion: photography.

While traveling to different parts of the country with her husband, including Texas, Montana and Maine, often to attend tennis tournaments, Krumheuer captures her memories. "There's always a camera in our pockets," she said.

The pictures have produced eye-catching results, especially for an individual with no formal training. "I like to capture a picture that will be interesting... or will tell a story."

Her main subjects are nature and her 14-month-old granddaughter. Joyce Kling, who works in the Office of Student Development, has known Krumheuer for eight years. "Since our meeting, she has provided me the opportunity to enjoy the personal side of her life, and she has shared many pictures that she takes from vacations and her family life," Kling said.

Stephen Large, a counselor at the center, said he has seen his colleague's interest in photography develop. "We all experience stress, both positive and negative, throughout the day and one's creative choices can help manage that stress," he said.

Krumheuer's son-in-law is a professional photographer for WHIO-TV, and according to her, he's been impressed with her work. "He told my daughter, 'Your mom's not even a professional photographer, and she has taken the best shots of the vacation.'"
**fneditorial**

**CAB:**

It’s your money, take advantage of it

There’s an organization on campus that charges each UD undergrad $9, which comes out of our student activities fee. It’s the Campus Activities Board, and it’s here for you. Whether you’re the type of person that’s into activities or not, shouldn’t you at least try to get your $9 worth?

Our front page article in this issue of Flyer News focuses on CAB’s budget, a majority of which comes from our $9-a-piece “contribution.” Is it going toward the right stuff? We think so.

Take, for instance, the trip to Pittsburgh last Saturday for the men’s basketball game against Duquesne. For just $10, students who went got a bus trip there and back (with refreshments) and a ticket into the game. That’s a bargain for students, considering the actual cost of the trip per student was considerably more than that. Good times for the students who went aside, the trip may have had another effect: giving the Flyers’ victory.

That’s a bargain for students, considering the actual cost of the trip per student was considerably more than that. Good times for the students who went aside, the trip may have had another effect: giving the Flyers’ victory. For all you crafters out there, there’s the Arts and Crafts committee. Remember watching movies outside on Humanities Plaza? Thank the CAB Arts and Entertainment committee.

But what CAB does apply to more than just hardcore basketball fans. For all you crafters out there, there’s the Arts and Crafts committee. Remember watching movies outside on Humanities Plaza? Thank the CAB Arts and Entertainment committee.

Sure, the Concert and Comedy committee doesn’t exactly bring in smaller or lesser-known bands or comedians, we can thank CAB for contributing to the Flyers’ victory.

But what CAB does apply to more than just hardcore basketball fans. For all you crafters out there, there’s the Arts and Crafts committee. Remember watching movies outside on Humanities Plaza? Thank the CAB Arts and Entertainment committee.

So regardless of what year you may be in, take advantage of what CAB has to offer. Sign up for the trips it puts on, participate in the Weekend Scene activities. Stop complaining that Britney Spears and Dane Cook aren’t coming to campus and appreciate the people who are. It’s your $9. Get your money’s worth.

——

**OPINIONS**

“The destruction or abridgement of a free press...would be an event so evil in its consequences that the least approach toward that end should be halted at the threshold.”

George Sutherland, former U.S. Supreme Court Justice, 1937

**A new era**

President Obama entered office this week and we need to be just as critical of him as of past leaders. Obama has said himself (including Tuesday in his inauguration speech) that he and the rest of our nation faces numerous daunting tasks in the coming months and years. He spoke of fighting terrorism and using our military in combination with diplomacy to bring the United States back up to the top of the world. But, the economic crisis looms over his entire speech.

A stark reminder of this is the fact that the stock market fell under 8,000 (a drop of over 300 points) Tuesday while Obama celebrated being sworn into the Oval Office. No, this is not his fault...the president does not have enough of an effect on the economy to warrant blame for our current economic crisis (that is directed at all of you “Bush ruined our country” people).

I am simply trying to say that President Obama is in for a tough four years, but that does not mean we should shy away from being critical of him. Barack Obama is our commander-in-chief and should be held to the standards of all before him. That means he doesn’t get breaks and he can’t take a mulligan. We can’t look the other way when something doesn’t go quite right. Instead, break down the policy and see where it went wrong. Remember, Barack Obama is not Jesus, he is not a savior, he is not perfect, he is the 44th president of the United States.

When he makes a mistake (like all presidents have) he needs to be held accountable by us and by the media. The rock star status he has achieved to this point cannot allow him to have free passes, nor can the “well he came into a really crappy situation” excuse.

George W. Bush saw the largest terrorist attack on U.S. soil while he was in office and he reacted to it in Iraq and was crucified in the media to a point he could never recover from. This was unnecessary and should not be done to Obama, but we can still be critical.

Here in the United States we demand the best from our leaders and I hope that is exactly what our new president is able to deliver, but if it is not then we need to be sure to be just as critical of him as we have been of our past commander-in-chiefs.

**Word on the street...**

Did you watch the 2009 Presidential Inauguration?

**“I didn’t watch it because I had class.”**

JONATHON DEMETER, FRESHMAN
UNDECLARED ENGINEERING

**“I did and I loved when he spoke about our duty to help out poor nations.”**

MAX MCDANIEL, FRESHMAN
CIVIL ENGINEERING

**“I watched against my better judgement since it was such an important event.”**

KIRSTEN DIDDE, FRESHMAN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Students should explore all financial aid options at UD

Recently you published an article from a first-year student who may have to leave UD because of the economic downturn and its impact upon her family. I encourage all students who find themselves in a similar situation to contact the counselors within your Financial Aid Office. This will give you the opportunity to learn about all financing options available — scholarships, grants and student loans — so that you and your family will be fully informed about the decision to return to the university. A University of Dayton education is a significant investment, but we know that it is one with returns that are lifelong. Not only do our graduates graduate with the best possible professional preparation, but the Mariannists believe that giving back is important, and the relationships made here deeply impact lives and communities locally, nationally and far into the future.

I encourage all students to complete the endowed scholarship application that was e-mailed to undergraduate students, with the deadline of Feb. 15. With the generosity of so many alumni, families, corporations and foundations, we are able to assist students financially, as well as recognize academic excellence and service to this community through scholarships. Now is also the time to complete or renew the FAFSA (free application for federal student aid), located at www.fafsa.ed.gov.

The members of UD’s financial aid office are available to you and will do all that is possible, in a family spirit, that is confidential, professional and caring, to assist our students and families in dealing with the financial impact of difficult challenges. Over the years, we have assisted many families who have experienced financial difficulties, job loss, broken families and the many other challenges that life can bring to us. We are open Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on the first floor of Albert Emanuel Hall. No appointment is necessary, or we may be reached at 800-427-5929 by phone or finadh(at)udayton.edu.

We want all of our students and families to be fully informed of the financial support structures available, as we navigate this economic storm together.

KATHY MCELHENNAY MON
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
FINANCIAL AID AND STUDENT SUCCESS

Application process to live at ArtStreet leaves students in dark

Before I begin, I will admit that my group of friends and I were not admitted into ArtStreet to live next year. That being said, I would like to point out that I am not bitter or angry at ArtStreet; plenty of well-qualified and very bright students applied and I have little doubt that ArtStreet chose the proper students.

My problem is not that I did not get accepted into ArtStreet living next year; my problem is with ArtStreet’s inability to tell us (along with many other students) more than three days after we were supposed to know.

Granted, with so many groups applying for a spot, it must have been tough to decide, yet this wait was simply unacceptable. Rather than knowing on Friday, the 16th, (it says on the ArtStreet Web site that applicants would hear “no later than January 16th”) we were forced to wait until this Tuesday the 20th, leaving us to wonder all weekend as to our status, making it quite an unpleasant experience.

We never received any indication that they were still deciding or even when we might hear from them on their decision. We were simply left in the dark; an unprofessional and somewhat cold move on their part.

Perhaps instead of a set date for accepted applicants, the reviewers at ArtStreet should have waited and given themselves proper time to judge and look over all the applicants carefully, then let all of the applicants know their fate at one time, good or bad. Again, I am not resentful for not gaining a spot in ArtStreet.

I understand the decision was a very tough one to make. It just seems as though more communication could have been utilized to ease the minds of those in waiting.

BEN KOHNSTUB, SOPHOMORE
HISTORY

Senior provides his opinion of Flyer News, happy with what it does on campus at UD

I am thankful for Flyer News, and I think that we should universally praise the editorial board for what a job it does!

Personally, without Flyer News I wouldn’t have the bi-weekly in-depth articles reminding me to: 1) appreciate my time at Dayton; 2) remember how much community matters at UD; and 3) drop the toaster in my bath.

Oh, sorry, that last one should really be attributed to the box with the image described by text.

I cannot understand why anybody would become angry with the “controversial” opinions of Flyer News. For instance, I absolutely agree with the image with text criticizing Sister Schmeling.

After all, the Flyer News editorial board has been engaged in performing due diligence by informing the student body about all the decisions Sister Schmeling has made this year. Therefore, they have every right to put pressure on her.

In fact, thanks to Flyer News, Sister Schmeling isn’t the cause of every problem we have on campus. If it weren’t for this publication’s stellar reporting, I wouldn’t be able to tell fact from fiction when it comes to all the rumors about the evil things she has done to our wonderful community.

For instance, I loved the story about how she confronted the alumni, said she wanted to turn UD into a dry campus, declared the Galactic Empire, and proclaimed herself a Death Eater.

Why, if I were Sister Schmeling and Flyer News hadn’t been doing its job these past few months, I’d just shrug my shoulders and sarcastically say, “Thanks for asking to interview me about your concerns.”

God forbid if that was the world we lived in!

And UWIRE! Like a reader informed last issue, it really is a great news source. It does not remind me that civilization is forever one generation away from collapse.

Lastly, I am truly inspired by the quotations the editorial board places at the top of the editorial page every issue. Especially the recent one about censorship. I’m appreciative that we have a paper that censors the filler material from its pages.

PETER BLAZUNAS, SENIOR ECONOMICS

Personal finance should be a mandatory course for all students before they graduate from college

Throughout the past year we have all learned a great deal about the issues facing our great country. Regardless of political beliefs, there is a lot we can all learn from today’s economic climate. Some decide to focus the blame at greedy banks and mortgage companies for taking advantage of ordinary people. As this is true in many circumstances, we must also take responsibility for our own actions.

There comes a point where as Americans, in a free-market economy, we need to be better educated on the economy and with controlling our personal finances. There are thousands of people around this country that were taken advantage of because of their inability to understand the documents they were signing. Many individuals purchased houses they ultimately could not afford. In a country where many dream of owning a house and raising a family, we would be better prepared to make such purchases and control our finances. In an era of consumerism, we have been more concerned about monetary goods versus paying monthly mortgage payments and saving.

Despite being a senior finance major here at UD, it wasn’t until last semester that I took a class where personal finances were discussed at great length. I understand how the ability to think critically is an important part of our daily lives, but it amazes me that we can be required to take classes in philosophy, biology, and history without ever having to take a personal finance course. It seems important to me that all Americans are able to balance a checkbook, to understand what a Roth IRA is, to start early when planning retirement, and to understand the home-buying process. Personal finance should be taught in every high school, and it amazes me that we can graduate from this fine university without ever having to learn the fundamentals of financial planning.

STEVEN PARKER, SENIOR FINANCE

Some Flyer News writers are still putting together a “bucket list” of things to do before graduating from UD. Have any ideas? Send them to editor@flyernews.com

Flyer News is the student-run newspaper of the University of Dayton. It works to serve the campus community and offers a forum for opinion. The university makes no representations or warranties regarding products or services advertised in Flyer News. Flyer News reserves the right to edit or reject all copy. Flyer News does not necessarily uphold or advocate the opinions in the columns, letters or cartoons appearing in the opinion pages. Send 50 to 350-word letters to the editor at: editor@flyernews.com. Submissions must include name, major, year and phone number.
LOWERY BRINGS WINNING WAYS TO DAYTON

The JuCo transfer junior point guard seems to be ‘perfect fit’ for Brian Gregory’s scheme

His dream became a reality at the beginning of this season. Like a long road trip, it’s more about the journey than the destination.

Lowery’s journey began as a 6-year-old in Maryland, when he first began playing basketball with the other kids at his babysitter’s house. About a year later his mother realized his love for the game and enrolled him in the local Boys and Girls Club basketball league. It was shortly thereafter when he and those around him began to see his natural talent for the game and he started playing AAU basketball at the age of 9.

Lowery continued playing basketball through high school at McDonough high in Pomfret, Md. After not being recruited out of high school, he enrolled and played at Chesapeake Community College for the 2005-2006 season.

At the end of the season, Lowery looked to transfer to a junior college that produced championships and Division I players. He joined the team at Cecil Community College as a redshirt sophomore for the start of the 2006-2007 season.

“During his redshirt year he never missed a practice or a workout and started to understand what it took to be a Division I player,” Cecil Community College head coach Bill Lewit said.

As Lowery kept working to become a better player in practice, the active Cecil roster cruised to a 31-0 regular season record. His contributions helped lead Cecil to a 31-0 regular season record.

Along the way Cecil stacked up 3-point land (40 percent) and from the field (48 percent), from efficient shooting percentages and 2.1 steals per game for Cecil.

Lowery was then selected to the national junior college all-star game in which Lowery was the MVP, the Maryland junior college regular season championship and the No. 1 national ranking in the final national poll of the season.

Ironically enough, it was after Cecil’s lone loss that University of Dayton Assistant Coach Jon Borovich paid Lowery a visit. The recruitment process started late for the Flyers as other Division I schools, such as Fresno State and Central Florida, were already actively recruiting Lowery. It didn’t matter. Lowery decided on UD after his official visit because he enjoyed the campus and got along with his teammates right off the bat.

Lowery considers himself a “perfect fit” for the Flyers, and Head Coach Brian Gregory couldn’t agree more.

“We recruited him because we had a need for [the position] and he was a good fit,” he said. “What’s important for junior college transfers is the academic fit, too. Rob has done a great job of adjustment to that as well.”

A self-admitted “jokester” in high school, Lowery acknowledges he always struggled with school work. But with this scholarship and the opportunities that come with it Lowery has been able to take it more seriously.

On the court, Lowery has fit in just as well. Lowery feels at ease in the Flyers’ offense because it is similar to that of Cecil. He also appreciates playing for Gregory.

As a former point guard himself, Gregory can give specialized advice to Lowery.

[He] helps me a lot. When I make mistakes he can relate and tells me what to do and what to fix,” Lowery said.

Lowery’s presence has been felt in his first season as a member of the Flyers. He is not only third on the team in scoring average, but he has also brought with him a winning attitude.
“Rob has had a great impact on our team,” Gregory said. “Obviously he adds depth to our backcourt and he’s accustomed to winning. You can’t underestimate that.”

As Gregory pointed out, in Lowery’s last season and a half (at Cecil and this season with the Flyers) he is a combined 47-3. These numbers, as Gregory put it, “speak for themselves.”

Winners show up in big games and Lowery has shown a knack for stepping up for the Flyers. In their only game against a ranked team, Lowery scored a team-leading 21 points against perennial Big East contender Marquette in an 89-75 victory. Lowery, along with teammate Marcus Johnson, also spurred a 66-62 comeback victory over George Mason as they both recorded 13 points.

Mr. Clutch

In Atlantic 10 play Lowery has also come up big for the Flyers. Lowery’s flare for the dramatic helped in tallying the first A-10 win of the season against Fordham with a last-second layup. Lowery also led the Flyers in scoring with 16 points on the road against Duquesne on Jan 17.

Even with his early success, he isn’t satisfied. He has big plans for the Flyers this season. “I want to win the A-10 and make the (NCAA) Tournament. But I just don’t want to make the Tournament. I want to do some damage in it,” Lowery said.

Lowery can obviously see where he wants to go, but that doesn’t mean he’s forgotten where he’s come from. Aside from a short visit over Christmas Break, this is the longest time Lowery has spent away from home, and he admits he misses it.

Lowery’s proud of where he came from and shows it off on his stomach. One of his 10 tattoos spells out his hometown, “Walker Mill,” with the skyline of Washington, D.C. in the background.

“From the shadow of D.C., Lowery has come to UD to help the Flyers win and he’s well qualified to do so. It’s been a long journey, but Lowery’s not done. He has found a new set of goals, and with a little bit of hard work and perseverance, he knows he and the Flyers can get it done. Lowery certainly knows a thing or two about perseverance. “We have to keep working and keep getting better everyday,” Lowery said. “And, if we believe in what Coach teaches us, there isn’t anyone that can stop us.”

Be a Lifesaver, Donate Blood at a UD Blood Drive:

Tuesday, January 27 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Tuesday, March 31 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

RecPlex

Register to donate on Tuesday, January 27th and receive a “free wings” coupon for BW3’s.

Required to donate: A photo ID with your full name. Must be 17 or older (16 with signed parental consent form), weigh at least 110 pounds & be in generally good health.

Questions? Call 937-461-3450 or 1-800-388-GIVE

Kelley King - UD Junior
Alive today thanks to blood donors!

In 2003, Kelley was diagnosed with leukemia. During her battle with the disease, she needed 14 units of blood and 12 units of platelets. Local blood donors saved Kelley’s life and today she is a healthy fellow Flyer.
President Barack Obama will surely have his hands full with the economic recession, rising healthcare costs and a failing education system. These issues, among others will require the president's constant attention.

"Change" is a word that President Obama's campaign embraced during the last two years while running for the nation's highest office, and the word may be a catch phrase for what could be ahead in the sports world. Although not as important as other issues Obama will face, these issues are sure to gain national headlines.

In the past few years, sports have been at the forefront of controversy in congressional hearings on topics ranging from steroids in baseball to the "spaygate" scandal in the NFL, as athletes have taken the stand in highly publicized road-to-nowhere hearings. There will surely be more to come.

After Utah's victory over Alabama in the Allstate Sugar Bowl, Utah Attorney General Mark Shurtleff considered suing the Bowl Championship Series (BCS) after the Utes were the only unbeaten team left in the country, and were not given the opportunity to compete for a national championship.

Shurtleff was simply echoing the voices of millions of fans across America, who each year spat with their foes about which two teams should be invited to the BCS National Championship game.

While Tim Tebow and the Florida Gators ran off with their second championship in three years, fans watching the game in Utah were disgruntled, as they felt their team should have been considered national champion, and why not? The Utes were undefeated, and defeated three teams in the final media rankings. They, however, only mustered 16 first-place votes in the final AP Poll, finishing at No. 2.

The Utes weren't the only team with beef for the system. Texas had defeated Oklahoma in the teams' regular season meeting, only to find out that they were left out of the Big XII Championship Game and BCS National Championship game. USC was forced to play in the Rose Bowl after losing a game to Oregon State earlier this season, and after mutilating Penn State in the annual Big Ten/Pac 10 Showdown, petitioned for votes as the nation's No. 1 team.

Regardless of all the hysteria over the system, we all know that college football needs a playoff. How else are we to determine a true champion? Playoffs take place in all of our major sports — NFL, MLB, NBA, NHL and of course NCAA Basketball. We all know how crazy "March Madness" is — just imagine how great a "January Madness" would be.

President Obama suggested an eight-team single-elimination tournament where a true champion could be crowned on the field.

A playoff is needed. Critics of President Obama's plan say that the college football season is the most meaningful regular season in sports.

That may be so, but try telling fans of the Texas Longhorns. Texas defeated Oklahoma Oct. 11 on a neutral site, only to be left out of the title game after achieving an identical record of 11-1 during the regular season.

Try telling that to fans of USC, who lost just one game along the way as well, and defeated Big 10 power Ohio State.

Try telling that to fans of Texas Tech, who defeated Texas during the regular season, but lost to Oklahoma Nov. 22 and finished with an 11-1 record.

And the aforementioned Utah, which finished its season undefeated with its upset of Alabama.

The current system is based on 'style points,' a compassionate way of describing margin of victory. Any doubts? Look at the outcome of Oklahoma coach Bob Stoops running up the score on opponents by throwing the ball with Heisman Trophy winner Sam Bradford late into the second half of each game.

Oklahoma scored more than 45 points in each of its seven games following its loss to Texas. It scored 60 in five straight. While many coaches would sit on the football and run counter plays until the clock ran out, Stoops and the Sooners continued to run up the score on their opponents to finally win the popularity contest in the several polls taken into account for the BCS system.

It's hard to blame Stoops, however, as the BCS system is the definite culprit. Which coach wouldn't do what he had to do to put his team in a situation where it could win a national championship?

Obama and Shurtleff aren't the only politicians against the system. According to the Orlando Sentinel, Rep. Joe Barton of Texas and Rep. Neil Abercrombie of Hawaii have both sought legislation that would prohibit any team being crowned national champion without participating in a playoff.

While most agree that legislator and politicians have much more to worry about than sports, most of us can agree that a playoff system in college football would be ideal.

Obama's presidency will surely be more important on the terms of other issues like the economy, terrorism, the war in Iraq, and other national issues, but many college football fans will celebrate the day that the BCS system agrees to use a playoff to crown its champion. Not everybody would be happy of course, but it would surely be more entertaining than a bunch of bowl blowouts.

---

**Commentary**

**PRESIDENT CALLS FOR PLAYOFF**

Commander-in Chief wants to see new way of crowning college football's national champion

---

**COLLEGE FOOTBALL FINAL BCS RANKINGS**

If President Obama were able to institute a playoff system prior to last year’s college football bowl season, the teams on the right may have been the teams selected to participate in the eight-team field.

1. Oklahoma
2. Florida
3. Texas
4. Alabama
5. USC
6. Utah
7. Texas Tech
8. Penn State